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 Enhancements and Modifications

 

This section highlights the enhancements and modifications incorporated into 
SuperMICR POD from one release to the next.  This information helps to evaluate 
the impact of the migration and describes the benefits of the new features.  

Migrating from an old release to the current release requires numerous changes 
to the site-dependent files and tables.  Attempting to bring these files and tables 
forward from an old release can cause serious problems.  Specifically, do not use 
a User Definition from a previous release.  There are often changes within the 
User Definition that may not be obvious when looking at the source code.  
Always use the sample User Definition provided and copy the terminal 
definitions in to test the system.  After the successful execution of the test case, 
copy the release RFILE macros, sort pattern DCSPROG macros, and additional 
reader/sorter definitions into the new User Definition for additional testing. 

Follow the same procedure for the other control files (BCF, EPM, Sort Patterns, 
etc.).  Always use the samples provided until you have successfully completed 
the test case.  Then compare the production control files against the sample files, 
look at the new options, and record format changes.  Migrate the parameters 
from the production system into the sample files and continue testing. 
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Enhancements and Modifications for Release 5.0 – SP1 
This section describes the enhancements and modifications contained in this 
release of Infopoint SuperMICR POD. 

POD 5.0 – SP1 Enhancements  

SuperMICR Gateway 
Host Support 

SuperMICR 5.0 – SP1  includes all  SuperMICR Host code to support the 
following SuperMICR Gateway functions: 

 Cap – Capture non-MICR data from server landing zone 
 CapV3890 – Virtual 3890 capture trigger file 
 CapXML – Capture non-MICR data in XML format from server landing zone 
 PosPay – Positive Pay Upload 
 Register – Register TCP/IP 
 TransferECP – Transfer X9.37 ECP files to server landing zone 
 TransferXML – Transfer AIF in XML format to server landing zone 

Secondary 
Processing  

The secondary processing enhancement provides more flexibility in processing 
the secondary passes.  A new bundle level control file called the Rehandle Detail 
File (RHD) is used to track the bundles that have been processed in a secondary 
pass. 

This feature automates the rehandle job selection where secondary process 
automatically determines what bundles have not been processed.  This allows the 
secondary job to be started, even though the prime job has not been completed.  It 
also automatically resynchronizes when bundles are not processed in the same 
sequence as they were originally captured. 

ECP 2-Gigabyte Limit This enhancement is used to enforce the 2-gigabyte limit on an ECP file.  The 
maximum number of bundles per ECP file is set in EPM TC 12, positions 51 – 53.  
When the threshold is reached, the ECP file is cut off and a new one is started.   

The bundles are flagged with a time stamp so that it is known which bundles 
went on a particular file.  This supports the ability to generate the end point 
settlement so it matches the way the ECP files were created. 

ZOOMECP The Zoom ECP function is used to display the Job/End Point information on an 
ECP file. 

BROWSECP The Browse ECP function is used to display X9.37 control records. 

RESETECP This Reset command clears the end point time stamps and deletes the associated 
ECP dynamic file which allows a X9.37 ECP file to be recreated. 
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Display PCF The DSPPCF function was rewritten to work like the Job and ECP control panels 
in which the operator can enter line commands on a panel.  With this feature, 
operators can add, change and delete items without having to go back to the 
OLRR Prompt.  The line commands are: 

 A – [ADDPCF] Add an item at this sequence number 

 D – [DELPCF or DELREJ] Delete an item.  The system determines internally 
which function to use based on the selected item. 

 U – [DELADJ] Undo a REPPCF, ADDPCF or DELPCF.  The system 
determines internally which function to use based on the selected item. 

 C – [REPPCF or RECORR] Change an item.  The system determines internally 
which function to use based on the selected item. 

 R – [REPITM] Replace an item which executes DELPCF and ADDPCF in one 
function. 

 Z – [ITEMZOOM] Zoom on an item to display all the fields. 

Add PCF from 
Correct Reject 

A function key was added to the Correct Reject and Re-correct Reject panels to 
execute ADDPCF at the sequence number of the reject.  This is helpful when there 
are piggy-back items because the operator can do the ADDPCF without having to 
go back to the prompt.  

Update Control The Update Control feature provides the ability to use universal separators in 
inclearings jobs without encoding amounts.  After capture, Update Control 
displays the accumulated debits and provides an area to correct the accumulated 
amounts to match the cash letter listings.  This reduces the labor intensive set-up 
time for inclearings capture. 

Job Roll by Sort 
Pattern 

This feature allows the effective date for Job Roll to be set by sort pattern name 
instead of based on operator input at capture initialization.  This is accomplished 
by having a value in the sort pattern section of the BCF for the number of days to 
increment the effective date.  The number of days specified is automatically 
added to effective date at capture initialization to eliminate operator discretion. 

Out-of-Balance 
Release   

This feature is used to prevent out-of-balance jobs from being released.  The 
feature is activated by adding an indicator to the Release Set command that 
required all jobs released with that set to be in balance. 

Replace Item The OLRR Replace Item (REPITM) feature is a variation of the Replace PCF.  The 
Replace Item works like doing a Delete Item and an Add Item in a single function. 

Multiple Deposit 
Difference Display 

The Multiple Deposit Difference Display (BALDPM) is a variation on the single 
Deposit Difference Display (BALDEP).  The multiple display only shows debit 
and credit amounts but has several deposits on a single panel. 
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Sequence Number 
Locator 

The Sequence Number Locator is a quick way to find which job has a specific 
sequence number.  This is useful when a lone check is discovered and it is not 
obvious where it belongs.  The operator can key the sequence number into the 
OLRR prompt screen and it will locate the capture job that contains that sequence 
number.  It will even show more that one job if a duplicate sequence number was 
accidentally captured. 

Reject Summary 
Report 

The Reject Summary Report is a variation of the Reject PCF Report that only 
shows the total page without the detail items.  This is useful for getting the reject 
statistics without the bulk of the full report. 

Release Flow The RELEASE command workflow was rewritten to be a series of three mapped 
screens instead of a stream of messages.  This will simplify the training and 
reduce opportunity for operator error. 

Set Command 
Descriptions 

A new parameter was added to the SET command for a long description.  This 
description appears on the SET screen during the release function.  This provides 
the operator the information necessary to select the correct screen and to helps to 
reduce operator memorization training to run the release function.  

About Function The ABOUT function displays current system information including release 
number, job name, VTAM APPLID and the DCS PARMS. 

Standard Record 
Format 

The PCF, RJF and KRF are standardized to a single record format.  Several new 
fields were added at the same time.  The new fields are: 

 Prime Sequence Number (passed into secondaries) 
 BSEQ as an additional 20-byte field for image keys 
 Bank of First Deposit Routing Number 
 Bank of First Deposit Date 
 User field (20 bytes) 

Shields Up/Down Often programmers are involved in recovery procedures and do not want 
operators active in the system until they are finished.  The Shields Up function 
blocks other operators from logging onto the system until the programmers are 
finished and execute the Shields Down function to open the system for update. 

DCS $$ Commands 
to JES Log 

Sometimes it is difficult to determine what DCS $$ commands have been 
executed, or what may be going on in other jobs on the system within the same 
time frame.  This enhancement logs the DCS commands to the JES log so that they 
are recorded chronologically with other operating system activity. 

POOL Display The DCS STATS command was enhanced to provide more information on the 
DCS core pools. 

PROG Display The DCS STATS command was enhanced to provide more information on the 
DCS program table. 
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Bank Control File 

BCF TC 81, 
Position 13 –14 

Unused field, removed. 

Number of Days to 
Increment Effective 
Date 

BCF TC 04, Position 44 

This field, which was used for the 1419 option, has been reused for Job Roll based 
on sort pattern.  This field contains the number of days to increment the effective 
date on a job to allow job roll to key off the sort pattern instead of an operator 
keying in an effective date at capture time. 

BCF TC 04, 
Position 52 – 53 

Unused field, removed. 

BCF TC 04, Position 56 Reserved for future use. 

Load Large Account 
Table 

BCF TC 04, Position 58 

Load Large Account Table (SCI environment). 

BCF TC 09, Position 9 New value 4 for magazine sequence format on non-MICR devices. 

EPM File 

ECP File Format 

EPM TC 02, 
Position 52 – 53 

New value 13 for X9.37 2003 DSTU SVPCo Post Pilot. 

End Point Edit Fields 

EPM TC 12, 
Position 13 – 19 

Added new value P to re-pocket items with unreadable digits in the respective 
MICR fields.  The Transit Good $ Read Pocket is defined in the Sort Pattern TC 5, 
pos. 57–58. 

ECP Maximum 
Number of Bundles 
per File 

EPM TC 12, 
Position 51 – 53 

Added a new field to control ECP file breaks.  Once the number of bundles that is 
indicated in this field is reached, the ECP process will close the current file and 
open a new one.  This is used to prevent creating an ECP file greater than the 
2- gigabyte limit.  The cash letter bundles are flagged so the end point settlement 
entries can be generated to match the ECP file creation. 

ECP Maximum 
Number of Bundles 
Per File 

EPM TC 12, 
Position 51 – 53 

The maximum number of bundles is used to enforce the 2-gigabyte limit on a 
X9.37 file.  When the max bundles quantity is reached, the X9.37 file is closed and 
a new one is started.  The end-of-day settlement will mirror the X9.37 file breaks. 
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ECP File Hold 

EPM TC 12, 
Position 55 

The ECP File Hold holds the ECP file in the SuperMICR dynamic files until it is 
released manually, or a new ECP file for the same RFILE is released. 

ECP Immediate 
Origin T/R Override 

EPM TC 12, 
Position 57 – 65 

The Immediate Origin T/R in the X9.37 Type 1 File Header is normally the 
capture bank’s T/R from the BCF.  This field, if present, overrides the BCF with 
this value. 

Sort Pattern 

Good $ Transit 
Pocket 

SP TC 5, 
Position 57 – 58 

This is a new field to indicate a pocket for transit items that have a good read on 
the amount field, but have unreadable digits in the on-us fields.  In some 
situations, these items are not eligible for Image Exchange and need to be re-
routed to a transit pocket for paper cash letters.   

Set Command 

Balanced Flag A new parameter of BALANCED was added to the MICBAPP macro to indicate if 
the job must be set as being in balance for the release to execute. 

Set Description A new parameter of DESC was added to the MICBAPP macro to pass a long 
description to the RELEASE panel. 

“A7” Zero Dollar Information Document 

Trancode 13 Block Level BoFD A7 – New values were added to the A7 trancode 13 for BoFD 
information.  The valid entries for the account number field are: 

 9-digit T/R (with check digit) 
 26 – generates a 26 record for the capture bank 
 28 – generates a Type 28 record for the capture bank, but no Type 26 record 
 99 – does not generate a Type 26 or Type 28 record 

Trancode 15 Job Level BoFD A7 – Trancode 15 is the same as an A7 trancode 13, except it does 
not reset at block level. 
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Enhancements and Modifications for Release 4.4.8 

General Availability: October 2003 

This section describes the enhancements and modifications contained in this 
release of Infopoint SuperMICR POD. 

POD 4.4.8 Enhancements 

This release contains a number of new features for the POD product.  These 
include: 

“WHO” sub-function 
of JIB New sub-function within the JIB Display.  Displays the user ID, user name, and 

VTAM ID that pertain to a particular JIB.   

While on the JIB Display, the sub-function is initiated by overtyping WHO at the 
start of an active JIB line.  Used in lieu of $$LIST USER. 

JOB Display The JOB Display function was modified to allow display of jobs for a particular 
device only. 

On the JOB Display screen, the HS (high speed reject reentry) column was 
replaced with IM (imaged). A Y in this column indicates that the job was imaged. 

DELCTL DELCTL was modified to automatically run BALCTL when finished. 

Previously Released 
Jobs 

A warning screen is now displayed at the beginning of an OLRR update function 
when attempting to access a job that has already been released. 

An enhancement has been added to crosscheck an item's record ID to the pocket's 
end point — disallowing onus items going to transit end point, and vice versa.  
The sort pattern generator, capture, and OLRR were updated.  The sort pattern 
generator can prevent the majority of these problems. The code in capture and 
OLRR catches those induced by custom code errors. 

Recover KRF by Job A new function, KRFBYJOB, allows single job recovery of the KRF. 

DSPDATE/CHGDATE The DSPDATE/CHGDATE screen has been modified to display the system date. 

Capture 1. New controls have been added to prevent the CAP function from starting a 
new job if an incomplete job is found for the requested device. 

2. A warning message is displayed when attempting to run an image capture on 
a device without an image camera.  
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Release 1. When requesting an image release, it is now possible to request an All Items 
File by job at the same time.  This feature makes use of dynamic files. 

Each job's output file is unique as the job number is contained in one of the 
DSN nodes. The generic DSN is specified in DCS$ALLC. 

2. An Account Cross Reference feature has been incorporated into this release.  
The feature makes use of two new files.  Each detail item is looked up in the 
Release Driver Program.  

Restart During restart of a job, the JAM Screen is now displayed with a message 
informing the operator that the restart is in progress.  The screen is locked at this 
point.  Once the restart is complete, the message and lock are removed. 

No-match 
Secondary Captures 

When running a secondary job with image match turned off, pocket separators 
from the main feed hopper are now recognized as batch headers. 

All Items File Two new fields have been added to the AIF layout.  The SET command (if used) is 
now available on the Job Header record.  

Detail items now have an indicator that shows whether the item was imaged or 
not. 
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Enhancements and Modifications for Release 4.4 

General Availability: February 2002 

This section describes the enhancements and modifications contained in this 
release of Infopoint SuperMICR POD. 

POD 4.4 Enhancements 

This release contains several new features for the POD product.  These include: 

Support for POD 3890/XP 
Prime Pass Image 
Capture  

 

SuperMICR ImageLink supports the following prime pass image capture 
systems: 

 Check Solutions                Check Image Management System (CIMS) 
 Sterling Commerce  Prime Pass Image Capture 
 Software Earnings  Image Archive Exchange (IAE) 

Note: Refer to the ImageLink section for more details on these interfaces. 

Jam and Restart 
Processing 

The jam and restart processing were rewritten to support check imaging and 
properly processing image suspects. 

Authorized Library The Authorized Library feature eliminates the need for the entire SuperMICR 
system to execute APF Authorized. 

Operator Statistics (Both 
Multisort and POD 

There is a new report for operator and sorter statistics.  This report is available 
online and be requested over a date or date range.  As part of the operator 
statistics, a new operator ID was added which is used for both SuperMICR DCS 
Internal Security and for printing on the Log List and OLRR Log List. 

OLRR Audit Report The OLRR Audit Report data is now stored on SuperMICR Log File and can be 
requested online like other SuperMICR reports. 

TCP/IP Non-MICR Capture This feature will automatically capture a non-MICR file from and external 
client/server application without operator intervention. 

BCF Job Roll Float Option This is a new option to reduce float by one day for job roll captures. 

FRB Separator Document This option supports the standardized Federal Reserve Bank universal 
separator document that has the separator number in the serial number field. 

Multiple Release Controls This feature controls how jobs and applications are released so that is not 
necessary to do a single all job release at the end of the day. 

Generated Settlement 
Entries by Release 

When activated, this feature generates the settlement entries individually for 
each separate release. 
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Site ID A site ID for the sorter location was added to enable operators to filter for site 
on the Job Control Panel. 

Special Tier for High Dollar 
Items 

This feature can assign an override tier number in tier pricing for items over a 
specified dollar amount by end point.  This feature works with both sort pattern 
float and FPS.   

Bank Control File 

The following fields were updated in the SuperMICR 4.4 Bank Control File. 

BCF TC 80 Image Support, position 38. 

BCF TC 80 Image Suspect Handling, position 40. 

BCF TC 80 Site ID, positions 42 – 43. 

BCF TC 04 Automatic IKF File release, position 71. 

BCF TC 05 Removed REI 3890 Emulation features, positions 46 – 57 

BCF TC 05 IBM 3897 Image Capture Features, positions 46, 48, 50, 52. 

BCF TC 10 REI 3890 Emulation Features, not supported. 

BCF TC 21 New value for IKF in positions 9 – 10. 

BCF TC 22 Job Roll Float Adjustment, position 21. 

End Point Master File 

The following fields were updated in the SuperMICR 4.4 End Point Master File. 

EPM TC 04 3897 Image Capture Flags, positions 32, 34, 36 and 38. 

EPM TC 07 Special High $ Tier Amount, positions 49 – 56 

EPM TC 07 Special High $ Tier, positions 58 – 60 

EPM TC 10 REI 3890 Emulation Features, not supported. 

EPM TC 11 REI 3890 Emulation Features, not supported. 
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ImageLink 4.4 Enhancements 

Check Solutions 

Check Image 
Management System 
(CIMS) 

Document Repair (DR) 

SuperMICR ImageLink performs the following functions to interface to Check 
Solutions CIMS and DR: 

 Activates the image camera. 

 Uses magazine/sequence number format even if microfilming is turned off. 

 Establishes communication with the CIMS database. 

 Calls the CIMS database for information on image suspects during sorter 
jams. 

 Closes communication with CIMS at end of capture. 

 Assigns a new CIMS key for items added online. 

Creates an extract file during BALJOB with MICR data to update DR. 

Software Earnings  

Image Archive Exchange 
(IAE) 

SuperMICR ImageLink performs the following functions to interface to 
Software Earnings IAE: 

 Activates the image camera. 

 Uses magazine/sequence number format even if microfilming is turned off. 

 Establishes communication with IAE. 

 Calls the IAE database for information on image suspects during sorter 
jams when capturing with IBM 3897 camera. 

 Closes communication with IAE at end of capture. 

 Automatically extracts MICR data to IAE server during BALJOB.   

Sterling Commerce 

Prime Pass Image 
Capture 

SuperMICR ImageLink performs the following functions to interface to Sterling 
Commerce Prime Pass Image Capture: 

 Activates the image camera. 
 Uses magazine/sequence number format even if microfilming is turned off. 
 Automatically extracts MICR data to server at end of capture.  
 Automatically extracts MICR data to server during BALJOB.   
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DCS 4.4 Enhancements 

The SuperMICR Data Communication System enhancements are available to all 
of the SuperMICR products and components. 

TCP/IP Support Support for TCP/IP communication to client server systems. 

DCS ‘TERM’ Function Display VTAM ID. 

DCS Execution Parms 
A parameter record has been added to pass parameters to DCS at execution 
time.  The current supported parameters include: 

 ALS Subsystem ID 
 TCP/IP Port 
 TCP/IP Region 
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Enhancements and Modifications for Release 4.3 
SuperMICR 4.3 was a Multisort only release.  Refer to the SuperMICR Multisort 
Guide for 4.3 enhancements. 
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Enhancements and Modifications for Release 4.2 

General Availability:  June, 1996 

This section describes the enhancements and modifications contained in this 
release of Infopoint SuperMICR POD.   

A major part of the SuperMICR 4.2 development was the incorporation of the 
Multisort bulk file and fine sort package into the SuperMICR architecture.  The 
Multisort component is covered in more detail in the overview section of the 
SuperMICR Multisort Procedures guide. 

Major Enhancements 

There were two major areas of development in the SuperMICR 4.2 release. The 
first was the rewrite of the Multisort bulk file and sort package into the 
SuperMICR architecture, and the second was the development of an integrated 
check image solution based on SuperMICR and the NCR SIIPS system. There 
were other smaller enhancements, some of which were developed to support 
these two major ones. 

Infopoint SuperMICR  
Multisort 

The new Multisort product is now called SuperMICR Multisort to indicate that 
it is now part of the SuperMICR family of products.  The POD capture and 
reporting portion of SuperMICR is now called SuperMICR POD to distinguish 
between the two products.  SuperMICR POD and SuperMICR Multisort are still 
separately licensed products and each can run independent of the other; 
however, there are some synergies if both products are run together. 

The original Multisort product essentially ran in a batch mode, and the files were 
all controlled through batch JCL.  SuperMICR Multisort operates entirely online 
and uses DCS to handle all sorter, terminal, and file I/O.  It shares the same 
menu system and many of the set-up features of SuperMICR POD. 

Several enhancements were written to the shared SuperMICR components to 
support Multisort. These include: 

 Modifications to DCS to allow an application program to call Sort. The 
Multisort sort preparation phase requires the execution of the Sort program; 
therefore, it was necessary to build this feature into DCS. 

 Each unit of work in SuperMICR Multisort has input and output files, so a 
method of allocating and tracking these files in an online environment was 
developed.  A dynamic file management system was built into DCS to 
perform this function.  The dynamic file management can allocate, manage, 
and scratch up to 9999 dynamic files.  This feature tracks all of the Multisort 
work files, which gives the operator the flexibility to move units from one 
sorter to another and to stop and start the various sorts to maximize sorter 
utilization. 
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 The SuperMICR POD Initial and Edit functions are made to be standalone 
functions, which do not require taking down DCS.  The mirror file is opened 
during the Initial function and is closed during the Edit function.  This allows 
DCS to stay up continuously to run SuperMICR Multisort independent of 
SuperMICR POD. 

The execution of Sort under DCS and the dynamic files are currently only used 
by SuperMICR Multisort.  However, having these capabilities opens up 
opportunities for future SuperMICR POD enhancements that would not be 
possible otherwise. 

There are many other enhancements to SuperMICR Multisort over the original 
Multisort product, but these are documented in Multisort Procedures of the 
SuperMICR Multisort® Guide. 

Infopoint SuperMICR 
ImageLink 

Infopoint SuperMICR ImageLink is a separately licensed component that 
provides an integrated POD check image solution in conjunction with NCR 
SIIPS.  This solution allows a SuperMICR client to phase into POD check 
imaging without re-engineering check processing from scratch, while retaining 
their investment in their 3890s. 

In a SuperMICR ImageLink environment, a bank installs a SIIPS image POD 
system that is large enough to process the unencoded POD items.  The 
inclearings and other pre-encoded work continue to be captured on SuperMICR 
POD.  After the POD work is balanced, a data transmission from SIIPS transfers 
the data on the balanced work to SuperMICR POD.  On the SuperMICR POD 
side, the SIIPS transmission looks like a reject free check sorter. 

Once SuperMICR POD has the SIIPS data, SuperMICR POD prepares 
consolidated cash letters across both systems, so there are no additional cash 
letter charges.  SuperMICR POD also consolidates all other reporting, application 
extract, settlement, analysis, and bulk file. 

There are considerable cost savings by taking this approach.  The SIIPS system 
only needs to be large enough to process the POD work, and this is only a small 
percentage of item passes when you consider the bulk file and statement 
rendering process.  In addition, the 3890s do not have to be upgraded to ‘XPs’ 
and the images are not being passed multiple times through the mainframe, thus 
saving expensive mainframe upgrades.  Most importantly, the SuperMICR POD 
client does not have to throw out their fine-tuned check-processing environment 
and start over from scratch. 

SuperMICR ImageLink  
Features 

Three areas of SuperMICR POD require unique processing to handle SIIPS data.  
These changes were designed to be transparent to the normal day-to-day 
operation of the system.  There are no changes to the user files to implement the 
SIIPS interface. 
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The first area is a field in the index file that stores a unique transmission 
identifier for each SIIPS transmission.  This field is checked at the beginning of 
each upload to ensure that there is not a duplicate transmission. 

The second feature is a new SIIPS capture program that is similar to a non-MICR 
capture except that the upload is initiated on the SIIPS side without any 
interaction on the SuperMICR side.  Also, the SuperMICR SIIPS capture does not 
re-edit the items.  They have all been validated once on SIIPS, so it is not 
necessary to perform edits a second time. The SIIPS capture program also uses 
the pocket assignment that is passed in the record for pocketing decisions, rather 
than re-assigning the pocket. 

The third feature of SuperMICR ImageLink is special handling of the microfilm 
sequence number.  All of the SuperMICR POD files have been modified to store 
an alternate sequence number that is used to store the SIIPS Document Reference 
Number (DRN).  The DRN is then printed on all SuperMICR POD reports and is 
passed to the posting applications. This makes the microfilm look-up easy 
because it is not necessary to generate sequence number cross-reference reports 
to get to the actual microfilm magazine/sequence number.  The SuperMICR POD 
All-field Master List prints both the SuperMICR POD internal sequence number 
and the SIIPS DRN. 

Additional Enhancements 

The following reviews the additional enhancements in SuperMICR release 4.2. 

Index Dates The Posting Date, Default Effective Date and Report Date are now all stored on 
the index file.  If SuperMICR POD is brought down in the middle of a processing 
day, these dates are automatically picked up from the index during the Initial 
function.  Retaining these dates reduces the possibility of assigning incorrect 
capture effective dates. 

Enhanced Dump 
Processing 

The DCS core management was enhanced to provide better information to 
resolve overlaid MSCB system errors.  The following fields are printed in DCS 
formatted core dumps: 

 The sequential order of core requests 
 The program name of a load request 
 The program name and displacement of a get core request 
 The size of the core request 
 The fragment size of the core requested 

Menus  
Reorganized 

The SuperMICR POD menus were restructured based on customer feedback to 
make the function grouping more logical.  Also, the new SuperMICR Multisort 
functions were added.  Some of the menu items were renamed to distinguish 
between POD and Multisort functions. 
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Bank Control File 

There were no modifications to the Bank Control File record formats in release 
4.2.  Sample BCF TC 80 records were added for the ImageLink component. 

End Point Master File 

The following enhancement was made to the End Point Master File in release 4.2. 

EPM Tran code 04 A new field was added in positions 65 – 72 that contains the SuperMICR 
Multisort Sort Process name.  The Sort Process Name is passed with the items on 
the Multisort release file.  The work is then ready to go into the sort preparation 
phase without performing a block capture. 

Sort Patterns 

There were no changes to the Sort Pattern records as part of release 4.2. 

User Definition 

There are significant changes to the DCS User Definition as part of release 4.2.  
With the incorporation of Multisort and the dynamic files there are numerous 
new RFUNLST, DCSPROG, RFILE, and GFILE macros. 

Note: Do not attempt to move the 4.2 changes into your current User Definition.  
You need to identify your DCSPROG macros for Sort Patterns, your sorter 
definitions, your Release RFILE macros, and insert them into the new 4.2 User 
Definition. 

The DCS User Definition delivered on the release tape is designed to support all 
of the various SuperMICR components.  There are conditional assembly options 
set in the MICOPTS module to determine if the User Definitions is to be 
generated to include POD, Multisort, ImageLink, or ECP.  Be sure to follow the 
install guide carefully to ensure that the MICOPTS options are set correctly so the 
User Definition generates the correct configuration.  If the use of conditional 
assembly is bypassed, it is very likely that mixed component problems, which are 
very time consuming to resolve, will result. 

DCSTPCTL Macro New operands were added to the DCSTPCTL macro for the interface to NCR 
SIIPS.  Sample DCSTPCTL macros for the SIIPS interface are delivered in the 
User Definition.  The generation of these macros is controlled by conditional 
assembly. 
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RFUNLST Macros Numerous RFUNLST macros have been added to the User Definition to support 
the new Multisort and ImageLink functions.  The support of these functions is 
controlled by the copybook SMCAPPL, which is included in several online 
programs. 

DCSPROG  
Macros 

Numerous DCSPROG macros have been added to the User Definition to support 
the new Multisort and ImageLink programs. The generation of these DCSPROG 
macros is controlled by conditional assembly. 

GFILE Macro The GFILE macro was created as part of release 4.2.  This macro is a generic 
RFILE macro that is used by the dynamic file enhancement. GFILEs generate 
both input and output RFILE.  Each file format managed by dynamic files must 
have a GFILE macro.  The User Definition is delivered with all of the GFILE 
macros required for Multisort. 

RFILE Macro The User Definition was updated to include RFILE macros for all of the Multisort 
interface files and the Multisort Parameter file.  The generation of these RFILEs is 
controlled by conditional assembly. 

REND Macro New parameters were added to the REND macro to support SORT and dynamic 
files. 
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Enhancements and Modifications for Release 4.1 

General Availability:  September, 1993 

This section describes the enhancements and modifications contained in this 
release of Infopoint SuperMICR POD. 

Major Enhancements 

Function Menus The first major enhancement in release 4.1 is the conversion from a command-
based system to a menu-driven system.  All of the commands are still available to 
the experienced operator; however, the system is easier to learn and use for new 
operators. 

1. To initialize the menus, type MENU on a blank screen and press [Enter].  The 
system then displays the SuperMICR Main Menu that contains entries for all 
the major types of online functions.  To select a function group from the Main 
Menu, type the option number in the option field and press [Enter]. 

 MAPMENU                  SuperMICR 4.1.1 Main Menu        Rpt Date: 03/04/01 
 
 Type selection number. Then press ENTER. 
 
 02  01. SYSTEM   System Functions 
     02. CAPTURE  Capture Functions 
     03. RECON    Reconciliation Functions 
     04. REPORT   Report Functions 
     05. CLRPTS   Cash Letter/End Pnt Rpts 
     06. RELEASE  Release Functions 
     07. RECOVERY Recovery Functions 
     08. MISC     Miscellaneous Functions 
     09. PGMER    Programmer Functions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Command ===>  
 F1=Help   F3=Exit   F7=Back   F8=Fwd   F12=Cancel 
 

MAPMENU – SuperMICR 4.1.1 Main Menu 
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After selecting a function group, the system displays a second menu of 
executable functions.  This is an example of a second level menu. 

 MAPMENU               CAPTURE  Capture Functions          Pst Date: 03/29/01 
 
 Type selection number. Then press Enter. 
 
 __  01. CAP      Capture a Job 
     02. CLSDVC   Close a MICR Device 
     03. JAMPKT   Jam Display by Pocket 
     04. RESTART  Restart Incomplete Job 
     05. RESTRTHS Restart Incompl H/S Job 
     06. TESTQ    TESTQ Capture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Command ===>  
 F1=Help   F3=Exit   F7=Back   F8=Fwd   F12=Cancel 
 

MAPMENU – CAPTURE – Capture Functions 

2. To select a specific function from the secondary menu, type the function 
number in the option field and press [Enter].  The system then displays a 
Parameter Selection screen.  Type the desired parameters and press [Enter].  
The system executes the function.  After each function is completed, the 
system returns to the prior screen. 

This is the Parameter Selection screen for a 3890 prime capture. 

 MAPSPC13                      Parameter Selection         Pst Date: 03/04/01 
 
 Function . . . . . CAP                Capture a Job 
 
 Bank Number  . . . 001                Bank number 
 
 Sort Pattern . . . p0101              Sort pattern name 
 
 Device Number  . . 09                 Capture device number 
 
 Output Dest  . . . DALLAS             Output destination 
 
 Device Type  . . . PRT                PRT-print  SPL-spool  COM-com 
 
 Override Time  . . N                  N-do not override time & date 
                                       Y-override time & date 
 
 
 
 
 
 MICEDIT1-07 BANK NUMBER IS MISSING 
 F1=Help   F3=Exit   F12=Cancel 
 

MAPSPC13 – Parameter Selection 
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As you gain more experience, you can bypass some of the menu levels. For 
example, if you know that MASFUL is the command to generate a Master List, 
you can type MASFUL on a blank screen or the command line of any screen.  
The Master List Parameter Selection screen appears, without going through the 
Reports Menu.  Each menu name is also a command, so you can bypass the 
SuperMICR Main Menu by typing the sub-menu name and pressing [Enter]. 

If you are experienced, you can type fully qualified commands for functions such 
as reports.  Commands can be typed with the valid parameters from any 
command line or a blank screen and pressing [Enter].  If the command is valid, 
the parameter screen appears with the fields already populated.  Press [Enter] to 
process the request.  If some of the command parameters are invalid, the system 
displays a message indicating the error was made.  Correct the error and press 
[Enter]. 

The command formats have been modified to use key words instead of positional 
parameters.  The only positional parameters still available are the job number, 
sort pattern name, and device number.  The bank number is not positional and 
has been assigned the key word of ‘BNK=’.  However, single job report requests 
no longer require a bank number.  Report commands can also be typed on the 
Command Line of any screen.  The system processes the request and returns to 
the original screen. 

The menu function is written to be very flexible.  New and custom functions can 
be easily added.  Functions can also be included in more than one menu if so 
desired.  If you want to modify a menu, please contact Customer Support for 
information on how to proceed. 

The Job Status Display (JOB) and Job Information Block Status Display (JIB) now 
accept commands on the line where the JOB or JIB information is displayed.  For 
example, you can enter the EXCEPT command on the line where the job is 
displayed to request an Exception Report.  The system then displays the 
Exception report parameters screen, with the job and bank information pre-filled.  
Unless you need to update the report request parameters, press [Enter].  The 
report request is processed, and the system returns to the Job Status Display. 

This feature is useful if a sorter is unable to communicate due to a read pending 
against an inoperable sorter.  You can execute the Close Device function 
(CLSDVC) on the job display entry, just like a report request. 
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The following sample shows a Job Status Display with an Exception Report 
request. 

MAPJDSPL                          Job Status              Pst Date: 03/10/01 
 
C Job Dv  S/P  Bnk EffDat STime ETime ChFlt Beg Seq End Seq EC HS CF BL RL IO 
 
 _001 09 P0101 001 091093 13.52 13.52      00100000 00100751 .  .  Y  .  .  O 
 _002 09 P0101 001 091093 JOB PURGED       00100000 00100752 .  .  .  P  .  I 
 _003 09 P0101 001 091093 13.57 13.57      00100000 00100752 .  .  .  .  .  I 
except09 P0101 001 081093 15.59 15.59      00400000 00400751 .  .  .  .  .  . 
 _005 09 P0101 001 081093 16.08 16.08      00500000 00500751 .  .  .  .  .  . 
 

MAPJDSPL – Job Status  

This following sample shows how the Exception Report Parameter Selection 
screen initially appears. 

MAPSPC01                       Parameter Selection         Pst Date: 03/23/01 
 
Function . . . . . EXCEPT             Exception Status Report 
 
Job #: Start . . . 004                Job number or `ALL' 
       End . . . . ___                (Opt) 
 
Bank Number  . . . 001                Bank number or `ALL' 
 
Block #: Start . . ________           Block header sequence number (Opt) 
         End . . . ________           (Opt) 
 
Batch #: Start . . ________           Batch header sequence number (Opt) 
         End . . . ________           (Opt) 
 
Report Type  . . . ___                see HELP (F1) for values (Opt) 
 
Output Dest  . . . DFLTPRNT           Use DSPDEST for destination list 
 
Device Type  . . . PRT                PRT-print  SPL-spool  COM-com 
 
 
F1=Help   F3=Exit   F12=Cancel 
 

MAPSPC01 – Parameter Selection 
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The JIB display accepts commands, just like the JOB display.  For example, you 
can prioritize queued reports by giving the JIB a priority. To do this, type the 
command JIBPRTY on the queued entry, and press [Enter].  To delete a JIB, type 
the command DELETE on the queued entry, and press [Enter].  Unlike the Job 
Status Display, the JIB Status Display is restricted to these two commands.  This 
example shows a JIB Status Display with a priority request. 

MAPJQDSP                       JIB Queue Display           Pst Date: 03/27/01 
 
C    JIB Stat Funct     Pri Bnk Name  Job EndPnt  DvcIn  DvcOut  Typ User/Crt 
 
 _   001 ACT  JOB       000           001                             DYNM002 
 _   002 ACT  DSPPCF    000 001 P0101 017                             DYNM002 
 _   003 ACT  JOB       000           001                             DYNM003 
 _   004 ACT  REL       000 084                           MICRSPL SPL DYNM001 
jibprty5 QUE  MASFUL    127 001 P0101 001                             DYNM004 
 _   006 ACT  JIB       000                                           NSNA001 
 007-180 AVL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 F1=Help   F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F7=Back   F8=Fwd   F12=Cancel 
 

MAPJQDSP – JIB Queue Display 

Remote Print 
Distribution 

With distributed item processing, it is necessary to have a method to 
automatically route print to remote locations.  This enhancement associates each 
terminal to a printer definition and routes the print to it automatically.  A 
parameter in the DCS User Definition, on each terminal's DCSTPDVC macro, 
defines the terminal to printer relationship. To make it easier for you to 
determine which printer to use, each printer has a 40-character description 
associated with its name.  The Bank Control File Transaction Code 81 defines the 
long description for each printer, which is displayed on the Change Destination 
(CHGDEST) function. 

You still control how the reports are routed.  You can override the automatic 
printer selection on the report parameter screen for each report request, or you 
can change the printer assignment for your terminal by using the Change 
Destination (CHGDEST) function.  This change remains in effect until the end of 
the session or until it is changed again. 
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The following sample shows a report Parameter Selection screen and the print 
destination. 

MAPSPC01                       Parameter Selection         Pst Date: 03/10/01 
 
Function . . . . . MASFUL             Three Field Master List 
 
Job #: Start . . . ___                Job number or `ALL' 
       End . . . . ___                (Opt) 
 
Bank Number  . . . ___                Bank number or `ALL' 
 
Block #: Start . . ________           Block header sequence number (Opt) 
         End . . . ________           (Opt) 
 
Batch #: Start . . ________           Batch header sequence number (Opt) 
         End . . . ________           (Opt) 
 
Report Type  . . . ___                see HELP (F1) for values (Opt) 
 
Output Dest  . . . DALLAS             Use DSPDEST for destination list 
 
Device Type  . . . PRT                PRT-print  SPL-spool  COM-com 
 
MICEDIT1-02 STARTING JOB NUMBER IS MISSING 
F1=Help   F3=Exit   F12=Cancel 
 

MAPSPC01 – Parameter Selection 

The Change Destination (CHGDEST) function has been created to change the 
default printer destination for the terminal executing the function. The default 
printer can only be changed for the current session.  This example shows the 
Change Print Destination screen.  Note that at the top of the screen, the current 
destination assigned to the terminal making the request is shown. 

MAPDEST                    Chg Default Output Dest         Pst Date: 03/10/01 
 
Current Default Destination: DFLTPRNT 1 COPY; DEFAULT PRINTER 
 
Type `/' to select a new default output destination, Then press Enter. 
 
. DFLTPRNT 1 COPY; DEFAULT PRINTER 
. PRINTER  1 COPY; PRINTER 1 
. PRINTER  2 COPY; PRINTER 2 
. PRINTER  3 COPY; PRINTER 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Command ===>  
 F1=Help   F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F7=Back   F8=Fwd   F12=Cancel 
 

MAPDEST – Change Default Output Destination 
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Capture Effective 
Date 

This enhancement adds a new field in the Job Level Index that contains the 
posting Effective Date for each capture job.  The Effective Date is used for the 
Effective Date Processing enhancement that is part of this release. 

This date is set at capture time, but is available for update by the Change 
Effective Date (CHGEDATE) function.  If you have a question about the Effective 
Date for a specific job, the enhanced Job Status display shows the Effective Date.  
The Job Status request also supports current versus future date as one of the 
selection parameters. 

MAPJDSPL                           Job Status              Pst Date: 03/10/01 
 
C Job Dv  S/P  Bnk EffDat STime ETime ChFlt Beg Seq End Seq EC HS CF BL RL IO 
 
 _001 09 P0101 001 091093 13.52 13.52      00100000 00100751 .  .  Y  .  .  O 
 _002 09 P0101 001 091093 JOB PURGED       00100000 00100752 .  .  .  P  .  I 
 _003 09 P0101 001 091093 13.57 13.57      00100000 00100752 .  .  .  .  .  I 
 _004 09 P0101 001 081093 15.59 15.59      00400000 00400751 .  .  .  .  .  . 
 _005 09 P0101 001 081093 16.08 16.08      00500000 00500751 .  .  .  .  .  . 
 _006 09 P0101 001 081093 16.19 16.20      00600000 00600019 .  .  .  .  .  . 
 _007 09 P0101 001 081093 16.20 16.20      90000037 90000056 .  .  .  .  .  . 
 _008 09 P0101 001 081093 08.52 08.52      00800000 00800019 .  .  .  .  .  . 
 _009 09 P0101 001 081093 09.13 09.13      00900000 00900019 .  .  .  .  Y  . 
 _010 09 S0815 001 081093 09.48 09.48      01000000 01000772 .  .  .  .  .  . 
 _011 09 S0815 001 081093 10.07 10.07      01100000 01100004 .  .  .  .  .  . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To execute a new function, overtype the start of line with the command 
F1=Help   F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F7=Back   F8=Fwd   F12=Cancel 
 

MAPJDSPL – Job Status 
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The Change Date (CHGDATE) function has been modified to include the default 
effective date.  The default effective date is used to initialize the effective date for 
each job at the start of capture. This example shows the Change Date screen. 

MAPDATE                    Change Dates                    Pst Date: 03/10/01 
 
 
 
 
 
 Report Date . . . . . . . . 03 / 10 / 01 
 
 Posting Date  . . . . . . . 03 / 10 / 01 
 
 Default Effective Date  . . 03 / 10 / 01 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 F1=Help   F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F12=Cancel 
 

MAPDATE – Change Dates 

This screen in the capture sequence shows the new Effective Date field. The 
capture function initializes this field to the Default Effective Date.  Optionally, 
you can modify the Effective Date on this screen. 

MAP3890                     3890 Feature Selection         Pst Date: 03/04/01 
 
Sort Pattern: P0101                                    Device Number: 09 
Bank Number:  001                                      Device Name:   TSIMLT9 
 
Effective Date  . . . . . . 03 / 04 / 01 
 
Microfilming Mode . . . . . 0                 0-off  1-duo  2-duplex 
 
Starting Item Number  . . . 00000000          jjjsssss 
 
Item Numbering Position . . 0                 1 - 3, or  0 for off 
 
Endorsing Position  . . . . 0                 1 - 3, or  0 for off 
 
Image Match . . . . . . . . N/A 
 
 
 
 
 
 Ready Sorter and Press ENTER to begin CAPTURE 
 F1=Help   F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F12=Cancel 
 

MAP3890 – 3890 Feature Selection 
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Occasionally, it is necessary to change the Effective Date of a job after the capture 
has finished.  The Change Effective Date (CHGEDATE) function changes the 
effective date of a specific job.  This example shows the Change Effective Date 
screen. 

MAPEDATE                     Change Effective Date         Pst Date: 03/10/01 
 
Job Number:   001 
Sort Pattern: P0101 
 
 
Effective Date  . . . . . . 03 / 10 / 01 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 F1=Help   F3=Exit   F5=Refresh   F12=Cancel 
 

MAPEDATE – Change Effective Date  

Effective Date 
Processing 

This enhancement provides a way to capture items during the current day's 
processing, and carry the items over to the next processing day for posting.  
This is accomplished by creating a file containing all future-dated jobs and then 
reading the file back in the next day.  All jobs that have an effective date greater 
than the current days posting date are considered future-dated work. 

Future-dated jobs do not add into the current day’s BCF totals.  The BCF also 
controls whether future-dated jobs are eligible for release to any of the 18 
application files.  This feature allows control of when items are released to SRS. 

A new file was created to store a full set of debit and credit totals for each 
application's future-dated work.  Accumulators were also added to each end 
point and contain the item counts and dollar amounts of future-dated items.  
Both the Bank Settlement Status and End Point Summary reports reflect future-
dated work. 

Two new functions are executed for the carry-over processing.  The first function, 
JOBREL, writes all future-dated items to the Job roll File, (JRF).  The second 
function, JOBCAP, reads the JRF back in and creates new jobs under the current 
date.  One significant difference between the old FILECOPY function and the 
new Effective Date Processing is that the JOBREL and JOBCAP functions are not 
tied to the First-run-of-day function.  The future-dated work can be released 
(JOBREL) any time after the last capture is completed and can be recaptured 
(JOBCAP) any time after the First-run-of-day.  Those who use two copies of 
SuperMICR can JOBREL from one copy and JOBCAP on the other. 
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The JOBREL output JRF contains the end point numbers to be used when the 
JOBCAP function is executed.  A new field in the capture sort pattern transaction 
code 7 can be used to define alternate end points to be used during the JOBCAP 
function.  By using a new set of end points, the carry-over items are separated in 
the automated general ledger end-of-day entries. 

During the JOBREL function, the original capture sequence number is written on 
the JRF.  The lower 10 digits are then used by the JOBCAP function instead of 
assigning a new sequence number.  This eliminates the need to produce a 
sequence number cross-reference report for microfilm research.  The high order 3 
digits of the sequence number contain the new job number assigned by the 
JOBCAP function.  A new option can prevent the sequence number field from 
being reset at first-run-of-day.  This helps to eliminate duplicate sequence 
numbers between the current day’s items and items carried forward from the 
prior day. 

Optionally, the end point level end-of-day general ledger function generates 
entries for carry-over work.  These entries are generated based on new records in 
the EPM.  If these records are present, the entries for carry-over work are 
generated. 

Rebuild RJF by  
Job 

This function was designed to recover from I/O errors on the Reject File (RJF) 
associated with adjustments.  The function works at the job level and behaves like 
a restart.  When a job has RJF problems, you can choose to run REBLDRJF against 
the job.  The Prime Capture File (PCF) is read for input into MICRGRCV.  The 
records are passed to MICPROCP where they are written to the RJF only.  When 
a block or batch header is encountered, the RJF disk address of the item is 
updated in the third level of the Index file.  At EOJ, the RJF ending disk address 
is updated in the second level of the Index file. 

Since the RJF is not used for input, all corrections, additions, replacements and 
deletions made to the RJF prior to running REBLDRJF are lost.  The only 
exceptions are added blocks and batches.  Since ADDBLK and ADDBAT actually 
add to the PCF as well as the RJF, the added item(s) are encountered during the 
recovery process and rewritten to the RJF. 

Default Float and 
Dollar Cut 

The sort pattern generator has been enhanced to reduce the effort in assigning 
float and dollar cut parameters.  New fields have been added to the SP TC 7 
record that contains default float information for each pocket.  A new record, 
the SP TC 71 was created to set up default dollar cut parameters for each 
pocket.  In situations where the float and dollar cut criteria are not mixed within 
each pocket, there is no need to code float or dollar cut fields in the SP TC 8 and 
81 records.  In cases where float and dollar cut criteria are mixed within a 
pocket, code the most frequently used parameters in the SP TC 7 and 71, and 
only the exception in the SP TC 8 and 81. 

Display PCF 
Transaction  
Totals 

The Display PCF function has been enhanced to display transaction totals at 
each transaction break.  This feature makes it easier to spot out-of-balance 
transactions and to see transaction breaks. 
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Additional Enhancements 

SuperMICR release 4.1 includes the following additional enhancements. These 
enhancements were written to specifically meet the needs of SuperMICR 
customers. 

 The online prompt screen now requires only the lower 8 digits of the 
sequence number for item updates.  Previously, all 13 digits of the sequence 
number were required, even though the first 5 digits are always the same on 
any given job. 

 The VTAM application ID can be overridden in the start-up JCL. Previously, 
to execute SuperMICR under a separate VTAM APPLID, the DCS User 
Definition had to be reassembled and relinked with the new name. 
Specifying the APPLID in the JCL eliminates the need for banks running two 
copies of SuperMICR to have two User Definitions. 

 The external security interface now secures the DCS ‘$$’ commands in 
addition to the normal SuperMICR commands.  This restricts the use of 
commands such as ‘$$END’ and ‘$$KILL’. 

 You can select a Job Status Display with jobs that only have an exception 
status.  Any job that does not have a complete status is considered to be an 
exception.  This includes jobs that are active, deleted, purged, or incomplete.  

 The JIB display now shows the operator ID if the external security interface is 
used.  With the dynamic VTAM terminals, the terminal ID is not useful in 
determining who is actually running a function.  The operator ID is not 
displayed for security reasons if DCS security is being used, because the 
operator ID is really the operator’s password. 

 The Release function now writes the capture date and time on the job header 
record of the All-items File.  This field is useful to some banks that use third 
party float analysis systems. 

 The Capture function optionally accepts Treasury checks dated one month in 
the future or with missing dates.  The Bank Control File controls this feature.  

 A batch program has been added that reads the All-items File and produces 
an output file in non-MICR format.  The program is named MICAIFNM and 
is for VSE only.  A similar program, MICAIFTA, has been available in 
previous releases for MVS.  These programs provide a method to produce 
large quantities of realistic test data. 

 The Capture function now displays the total number of items, total number 
of rejects, and the reject percent rate each time the sorter pauses and at end-
of-job. 

 When a job on the Job Status Display screen is overtyped with a 
reconciliation function, the online prompt screen is automatically filled in 
using the information from the job line.  This includes the job number, 
sequence number and sort pattern name. 

 The online prompt screen has been rearranged.  The bank number is now 
located in the lower part of the screen and is a protected field. 
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 The online prompt screen sequence number does not need to be cleared 
when changing from one job to another. 

 The Out-of-balance Deposit display (BALDEP) has been modified to show 
the pocket number of each item displayed. 

 The All-field Master List has been rearranged so that the pocket number now 
prints next to the record ID. 

 The Exception Report now prints the record ID of each item. 

 The release set commands permit the release of rehandle job types. 

 The Log file processing has been modified to not terminate the current 
function when the Log file is filled.  When a file full condition is encountered, 
the file pointer is reset to the start of the file.  

 The CORREJ function was enhanced to display batch or block balance status 
at end-of-batch or end-of-block. 

 The macro MICGLB, which is used to generate the commingle banks table, 
now accepts a bank number range.  Prior to this change, each bank number 
had to be keyed separately. 

 The SuperMICR logon screen is now automatically presented when the 
VTAM connection to SuperMICR is complete. 

 The Debit/Credit Indicator to Account Serial Table enhancement provides 
the ability to reject credits, debits, or both if the serial number field is 
missing. 

 The Verify Password for External Security enhancement provides an 
additional line on the external security logon screen to verify the new 
password. 
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Bank Control File 

The following enhancements were made to the Bank Control File in release 4.1. 

BCF Tran code 80  A new field was added in positions 32–34 to indicate ending magazine 
number. 

 A new field was added in position 36 for a magazine reset switch. 

BCF Tran code 81  A new transaction code was added to attach a destination description to a 
destination name. 

BCF Tran code 09  A new field was added in position 22 to indicate treasury missing date code. 

 
 A new field was added in position 24 to indicate treasury post date code. 

BCF Tran code 21  A new field was added in positions 9 – 10 to indicate a generated General 
Ledger application. 

 A new field was added to indicate whether the application is to be written 
to today's release files on future date jobs. 

End Point Master File 

The following enhancements were made to the End Point Master File in release 
4.1. 

EPM Tran code 06  Two new entry numbers were added to position 13 to indicate future dated 
entries. 

 A new field was added in position 45 to indicate whether the future day total 
is to be included in current day totals. 

Sort Patterns 

The following enhancement was made to the Sort Pattern File in release 4.1: 

Sort Pattern  
Tran code 7  A new field was added in positions 25 – 32 to indicate the end point number 

used when running the function JOBCAP. 

 Several new fields were added in positions 34 – 57 to assign default float 
information for a pocket. 

Sort Pattern  
Tran code 71 

 A new transaction code was added to assign default dollar cut information 
for a pocket. 

Sort Pattern  
Tran code 8 and 81 

 The Reg CC item category now defaults to ‘non-checkor other internal debit’ 
if left blank.  Previously, the Expedited Funds Availability Scheduler (EFAS) 
would abend if no code was passed on an item. 
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Account Serial 

The following enhancements were made to the Account Serial Table in release 
4.1.3. 

Account Serial Tran 
code 9 

 The commingle bank ID was moved to positions 03 – 05. 

 The account number was moved to positions 07 – 20. 

 A new field was added in position 22 to reject credits, debits, or both if the 
serial number field is missing. 

User Definition 

The following enhancements were made to the User Definition in release 4.1: 

DCSTPDVC Macros The DCSTPDVC macro was modified to include a new parameter for remote 
print distribution.  The DEST parameter specifies the default destination to be 
used for the terminal. 

DCSPROG Macros  
DDCAPT Capture data list 

DDDATE CHGDATE data list 

DDDEST CHGDEST/DSPDEST data list 

DDEDATE CHGEDATE data list 

DDEDIT Common data list 

DDFSDSP FILSPCD data list 

DDHI000 Generic data list for HELP Information screens 

DDJOB JOBREL/JOBCAP data list 

DDJQDSP JIBQUED data list 

DDMENU Generic data list for menu screens 

MAPDATE CHGDATE screen 

MAPDEST CHGDEST/DSPDEST screen 

MAPEDATE CHGEDATE screen 

MAPEPTD2 EPT screen 2 

MAPFSDSP FILSPCD screen 

MAPHI001 HELP Information screen 1 

MAPHI002 HELP Information screen 2 

MAPHI003 HELP Information screen 3 

MAPHI004 HELP Information screen 4 
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MAPHI005 HELP Information screen 5 

MAPHI006 HELP Information screen 6 

MAPHI007 HELP Information screen 7 

MAPHI008 HELP Information screen 8 

MAPHI009 HELP Information screen 9 

MAPHI010 HELP Information screen 10 

MAPHI011 HELP Information screen 11 

MAPHI012 HELP Information screen 12 

MAPHI013 HELP Information screen 13 

MAPHI014 HELP Information screen 14 

MAPHI015 HELP Information screen 15 

MAPHI016 HELP Information screen 16 

MAPHI017 HELP Information screen 17 

MAPHI018 HELP Information screen 18 

MAPHI019 HELP Information screen 19 

MAPHI020 HELP Information screen 20 

MAPHI999 HELP Information screen 999 

MAPJOBI JOBCAP screen 

MAPJOBO1 JOBREL screen 1 

MAPJOBO2 JOBREL screen 2 

MAPJQDSP JIBQUED screen 

MAPMENU Generic menu screen 

MAPSPC00 Function specific screen 0 

MAPSPC01 Function specific screen 1 

MAPSPC02 Function specific screen 2 

MAPSPC03 Function specific screen 3 

MAPSPC04 Function specific screen 4 

MAPSPC05 Function specific screen 5 

MAPSPC06 Function specific screen 6 

MAPSPC07 Function specific screen 7 

MAPSPC08 Function specific screen 8 

MAPSPC09 Function specific screen 9 

MAPSPC10 Function specific screen 10 
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MAPSPC11 Function specific screen 11 

MAPSPC12 Function specific screen 12 

MAPSPC13 Function specific screen 13 

MAPSPC14 Function specific screen 14 

MAPSPC15 Function specific screen 15 

MAPSPC16 Function specific screen 16 

MAPSPC17 Function specific screen 17 

MAPSPC18 Function specific screen 18 

MAPSPC19 Function specific screen 19 

MAPSPC20 Function specific screen 20 

MAPSPC21 Function specific screen 21 

MAPSPC22 Function specific screen 22 

MAPSPC23 Function specific screen 23 

MAPSPC99 Function specific screen 99 

MAP1419 CAP screen for 1419 

MAP3890 CAP screen for 3890 

MICDEST CHGDEST/DSPDEST program 

MICEDATE CHGEDATE program 

MICEDIT1 Data list edit program 

MICEDIT2 Command line to data list program 

MICEOCAP End-of-capture reports program 

MICFNDRV Function Table Driver 

MICFNTBL Function Table 

MICFSDSP FILSPCD program 

MICJOBI JOBCAP program 

MICJOBO JOBREL program 

MICJQDSP JIBQUED program 

MICMENU Menu display program 

MIC38FEA 3890 features program 
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RFUNLST Macros  
DEBUG DBUG function (alternate name) 

INIT INITIAL function (alternate name) 

CASHLTR Cash Letter function 

CL Cash Letter function (alternate name) 

EOCAPCL End-of-capture Reports function 

FILSPCD File Space Display function 

SPACE File Space Display function (alternate name) 

CAP Capture function (new name) 

CHGEDATE Change a Job's Effective Date function 

MENU SuperMICR Main Menu function 

HELP SuperMICR Main Menu function (alternate name) 

SYSTEM System Functions Menu 

CAPTURE Capture Functions Menu 

RECON Reconciliation Functions Menu 

REPORT Report Functions Menu 

RELEASE Release Functions Menu 

RECOVERY Recovery 

PGMER Programmer Functions Menu 

MISC Miscellaneous Functions Menu 

CLRPTS Cash Letter/End Point Functions Menu 

CHGDEST Change Default Output Destination 

DSPDEST Display Default Output Destination 

REPEAT (internal use) 

ABEND (internal use) 
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